Personalized Workflow Solution

EVOLVE.

Less Work; More Flow
SMARTICKET is a printed or electronic ticket that enables you to quickly and easily process your business documents from a multi-function printer (MFP) and other devices based on a personalized workflow that you create.

With a SMARTICKET, you can instantly capture information from virtually any source and send it to multiple destinations in the formats you choose. Think of SMARTICKET as your own personal workflow assistant.

As a SMARTICKET user, you personalize your workflow, streamline document processing and collaborate more effectively with others. And for your department or organization, SMARTICKET increases productivity, enhances document security, simplifies IT tasks and reduces operating costs.
How SMARTICKET Works
SMARTICKET capture workflows automate the capture, process and instant delivery of critical information across the enterprise. By eliminating error-prone, labor intensive, time consuming manual steps businesses can now focus on their core business processes.

Capture Documents From Any Source
Based on AutoStore technology, SMARTICKETs offer unmatched integrations with leading copier, MFP and document management systems.

Key Product Feature
SMARTICKETs can ensure consistent content capture, indexing and validation

- Capture documents from any source (MFPs, document management systems and more)
- Capture and process documents using a SMARTICKET cover sheet or by logging into a networked device
- Index, validate and archive information automatically
- Route documents to any destination in multiple formats

Boost Information Security and compliance
SMARTICKET allows you to summarize your entire document processing rules into a single printed or electronic ticket. SMARTICKET contains all process and routing instructions such as recipient information, method of delivery, index and archive instructions and more.

Create a SMARTICKET and print it as a barcode coversheet to be used repeatedly. Simply scan documents with your SMARTICKET coversheet and documents will be processed according to all your pre-programmed rules. It’s that easy!

SMARTICKETS can also be stored and retrieved electronically and/or embedded in a document in order to automate processing based on personal preferences.
SMARTICKET lightens the workload in a variety of industries. SMARTICKET makes work life easier and more cost-effective for a range of information-intensive industries such as financial services, legal, healthcare and others. Following are just a few examples.

**Banking** – Shipping a large volume of mortgage application documents from branch offices to a central location for scanning and processing is time-consuming and costly. SMARTICKET allows personnel to process documents in their own offices, eliminating steps, errors and costs, and thereby improving customer satisfaction.

**Legal** – Every day all manner of documents pour into law firms. Too much time is spent handling and finding information instead of using it. With SMARTICKET, attorneys and staff can easily store documentation in a text-searchable repository for instant information retrieval and sharing.

**Healthcare** – Healthcare practitioners must keep exhaustive patient records in accordance with myriad laws. Maintaining and sharing patient records, processing insurance claims and complying with all regulations is a costly and tedious endeavor. SMARTICKET streamlines healthcare workflows by automating information processing, often with just the push of a button.
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**The next step in workflow solutions**

SMARTICKET is a smart investment for departments and organizations that want to maximize the business benefits of their AUTOSTORE technology and increase user productivity and satisfaction. SMARTICKET also frees IT from the burden of creating individual workflow processes so they can focus on broader strategic tasks.

“What used to take hours or even days can now be accomplished in a matter of minutes. This is an amazing solution with an unbelievable ROI.”

Jeff Klein
VP Operations and General Counsel
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**Learn more about SMARTICKET**

For more information about SMARTICKET and other NSi workflow products, please visit www.nsius.com.
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**About NSi**

NSi provides business automation solutions that streamline business processes, improve productivity, reduce operating costs, and address compliance issues. NSi’s flagship product, AUTOSTORE captures content from any MFP, digital copier, PC scanner, or desktop application, and securely stores the content in business applications and databases. Canon, HP, Ricoh, Xerox, Kyocera, Sharp and many other leading companies rely on NSI workflow products.